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Our Vision
A world where children everywhere are learning with understanding

Our Mission
Leverage the twin levers of cutting-edge educational research and a
technology-based solutions approach to revolutionize how children engaged
in the K-12 education space learn.
We reach a multitude of children across different strata of society,
irrespective of the kind of education they are receiving or the curriculum they
are following.

The Question that troubles us and inspires us
w hy i s t h at a s a s o c i e t y, we a re a b l e to
m a ke b e tte r p h o n e s e ve r y 3 m o nt h s … .

… b u t a re u n a b l e to s i g n i f i ca nt l y i m p ro ve
h o w o u r c h i l d re n l e a r n i n d e c a d e s
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Standardised treatment to all
without diagnosis?
Can you imagine a world where your doctor started
prescribing medicines without asking you the
symptoms you experienced, your medical history, or
your blood test reports?

Further imagine that he prescribed this in a group
setting to all patients?
Even if he happens to be highly qualified &
experienced?

Why is the Equivalent of that
okay in Education?
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Our Theory of Change
Aimed at helping schools improve by
helping teachers gain insights on gaps on
student learning & remedial actions.
Based on

• Misconceptions
• Learning gaps
• Effective remediation

Focus on
Customer Goals
and Aspirations
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Our Journey
Birth Of ASSET –
(Assessment of
Scholastic Skills
through Educational
Testing) to ensure
conceptual clarity
among students and
benchmark them
against their peers

2001

Creation of Mindspark
to enable personalised
adaptive learning to
suit every child’s pace

Creation of ASSET
Talent Search Tests And
ASSET Summer
Programme to Identify,
Acknowledge and
Support academically
gifted children

2007

2015

English

A programme designed
to help students set
career goals, predict
the progress towards
the goal with
actionable insights for
improvement

Invests in EI

2017

2001

2004

2011

2016

3 IIM Graduates
founded Educational
Initiatives Pvt. Ltd. To
ensure that every child
learned with
understanding

Large Scale Education
Programmes take up
their first project with
Andhra Pradesh
Government

Creation of Detailed
Assessment to assess
topic-wise
understanding of
students round the
year

English language
programme focusing on
reading, writing,
listening, grammar and
vocabulary proficiency
building

2018
Launch of Gifted
Education & Counseling
with programmes
offered in India, UAE
and Online
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Our Customers & Partners

Schools

Partnered with 10000+ Schools

Our Customers & Partners

Government Bodies

Our Customers & Partners

International Partners

Our Customers & Partners

Not for Profit & CSR Partners

Our Universe
2 million students
assessed with ASSET

Conducted 100+ Large
Scale Projects

Personalised Math Learning for
5,00,000 students with
Mindspark

Coached 500+ Gifted
Students as a part of
ASSET Summer
Programme

Assisted 5000+ teachers
for classroom
remediation with
Detailed Assessment

Partnered with 10,000+
Schools and present in
15 Countries
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OUR TEAM

Srini Raghavan
Chief Executive Officer

Sridhar Rajagopalan
President & Chief
Learning Officer | EI USA

Kushark Jaiswal
AVP | International Sales

Sudhir Ghodke
EVP | Sales & Marketing

Srini Murthy
Chief Technology Officer

Aditya Shah
Head | Marketing

Jayanti Dasgupta
AVP | Academic Consulting

Jagdish Babu Punna
VP | Software
Development

Muntaquim Bagadia
AVP | Mindspark
Bhasha (Vernacular)

Anshuman Dwivedi
AVP | National Sales

Aarthi Muralidharan
AVP | Products & Solutions

Pranav Kothari
VP | Large Scale
Education Programs

Shekhar Hardikar
Head | Gifted Education &
Counseling

Nishchal Shukla
AVP | Pedagogical Research

Mihir Jhaveri
Financial Controller

Anupama Muraleedharan
VP | Data Science

Amita Nautiyal
AVP - HR

Our Approach – Science of Learning
Report
Health
Check

Report
Detailed
Check

Analysis

Prescription

Progress
Tracking

Result- Health
Improvement

Science of
Medicine

Learning
Report
ASSET
Science of
Learning

•Measurement
Parameters

Report
Detailed Assessment
(Targeted and In-Depth)

Analysis

Mindspark

•Customised
Learning Path
•Customised
predicted scores

Progress
Tracking

Result- Learning
Improvement
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Our Products & Programs

ASSET benchmarking test has
assessed over 10 million students

DA Topic-based test is part of
100+ schools year long
assessment cycle

50,000+ academically gifted
students identified through ASSET
Talent Search

AI powered Personalised Maths
Programme - Mindspark is
implemented in 200 Schools. Also
now available for English

500+ students have been part of
ASSET Summer Programme for
Gifted

100+ projects undertaken in
collaboration with Governments,
foundations, and CSR
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Recent Recognitions
Mindspark has been applauded by
Stanford Social Innovation Review
for leveraging Ed-Tech in India

Mindspark has been selected as
one of the 15 global finalists, for
the World Innovation Summit for
Education (WISE) Awards

Mindspark received special
mentions in the Cover Story and
Leader Section of “The Economist”

ASSET has been recognised by
KHDA, Dubai as a mandatory test to
monitor progress of schools.

Recent Recognitions
Harvard Business School published
a case on Mindspark, titled
Improving Educational Outcomes in
India

Mr. David Evans, Lead Economist of
World Bank, has penned a blog
post exclusively on Mindspark

J-PAL, a research center at MIT
established that Mindspark shows a
2-4X gain in learning outcomes and
published a paper in the National
Bureau of Economic Research

EKStep Foundation has partnered
with EI to improve comprehension
and absorption abilities of
government school students

Recent Recognitions
Mindspark is awarded “Product of
the year” at IDA Awards 2018

Mindspark awarded “E-learning
product of the year” at WES Dubai

ASSET awarded “Assessment of the
year” at WES Dubai

Know Where Your School Stands
with

10 Million Assessments Conducted
Assessments partner with:

Partnered with 10,000 Schools

India’s No.1 School Assessment
Programme with presence in other
regions like UAE, Gulf, Singapore,
Nigeria, Egypt, Tanzania

Skill-based Benchmarking test
ASSET is a skill based test that measures
student’s conceptual understanding,
benchmarks school’s performance at a
international, national, state & city level and
provides actionable insights through easy-tounderstand reports

Online

Pen &
Paper

A test for every school,
every class, every year
Grades

:

3-10

Subjects

:

English, Math, Science,
Hindi (4-8) and

Social Studies (5 – 10)
Mode

:

OMR or Computers

Frequency

:

Once a Year

How your school compares to others and
what to improve?
BENCHMARKING

helps you answer
these essential questions

Do students understand concepts deeply
and are there any critical learning gaps?
MISCONCEPTION

What should your teachers do to improve
classroom instruction?
TEACHER EFFECTIVENESS

How your school compares to others and what to
improve?
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BENCHMARKING

Get an in-depth Picture of Your
School’s Performance

Get an in-depth Picture of
Section’s Performance

Get insights on the performance of the entire
school on all subjects at a national, state and
city level

Skill Analysis Highlights areas of improvement for
section

>

Go deep here to understand gaps

Do students understand concepts deeply and are there
any critical learning gaps?
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MISCONCEPTION

Q. What is the length of the pencil
in the picture?

a 4 cm

c 6 cm

b 5 cm

d 7 cm

d, 3% a, 7%

c, 77%

b, 11%

Click to play the video
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MISCONCEPTION

Misconception Video Study Series

HOW DO OUR CHILDREN
THINK?
Play

25

What should your teachers do to improve classroom
instruction?
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TEACHER EFFECTIVENESS

Post ASSET Workshop
• Helps understand insights from
ASSET data
• Plan remedial
• Adjust teaching plans

ASSET Question A Day
Subject wise daily questions for every
class to promote critical thinking as a
habit

Practice Questions
Set of personalized questions
based on the identified weak
skills per class

Teacher Sheets
Compilation of common misconceptions
alongwith the strategies for remedial

Insights & More in
MyBook
Student MyBook

Teacher MyBook

Management MyBook

A

Teacher MyBook – For every class, subject combination
N

Performance
table

A
Student Responses
L

Skill Summary

Remediation target

Y
T

CWA questions

Practice
questions

Remediation planning

I

C
Learning check

S

A

Student MyBook – Personalised book for every student
N

Response Sheet

A
Responses
L

Skill Profile

RemediationY
target

T
Strengths /
Weaknesses

Remediation planning

I

C
Practice
questions

Learning check

S

BUT HOW DO WE
GET THESE ANSWERS?

BY ASKING THE
RIGHT QUESTIONS

REGULAR QUESTION

VS

ASSET QUESTION

Which of the following is an obtuse angle?

a

b

c

d

REGULAR QUESTION

VS

ASSET QUESTION

Which angle has the greatest degree measure?

a

b

c

d

REGULAR QUESTION

VS

ASSET QUESTION

Name the phase of the Moon during which it appears
completely round?

Textbook-like contexts

REGULAR QUESTION

VS

ASSET QUESTION

You must have seen how the Moon looks on a full
Moon night. Once in many many years, the full moon
appears bigger than usual. Such a night is known as
the night of the super moon. The image here shows
the difference between the sizes of the full moon on
the night of the super moon and other full moon
nights. Although the moon is the same, it appears
bigger on the night of super moon because a

It reflects more sunlight that night

b

It is closer to the Earth on that night

c

It goes farther away from the Earth that night

d It rises in the same direction as the Sun that night

Night of the
super moon

Other full
moon nights

ASSET QUESTION
Which sentence tells us that we can buy things at the
Art Fair?
a

See an exhibition of Indian handicraft

b

High tea for all the organisers and participants.

c

On-the-spot Art Competition (materials supplied)

d Special low prices on all items during the fair.

ASSET questions can distinguish mechanical and rote
learning from learning with understanding
ASSET questions are designed to be interesting and
thought-provoking, yet relatable to students

ASSET
QUESTIONS…

ASSET questions go beyond the mere function of just
testing and can trigger interesting conversations
ASSET questions require students to synthesise
information given to arrive at answers
ASSET question making give specific feedback about
learning

ASSET Talent Search

ASSET IS THE BEGINNING AND NOT THE END

ABOVE

LEVEL TEST

ASSET Test
INSIGHTS

Student MyBook

Teacher MyBook

GIFTED OPPORTUNITIES

Management MyBook
ASSET Day Scholar Programme
Bengaluru, Delhi-NCR, Dubai

5-6-7-8 Grades

ASSET Summer Programme

7-8-9 Grades

ASSET Mentorship Programme

8 to 12 Grades

4 Easy Steps to Bring ASSET
to your School
1.

Sign up for the ASSET Test

2. Conduct the test

:

Pen & Paper Mode or Online Mode

:

Using OMR or
Internet Connected Computers

3. Results

:

Within 45 days in case of Pen & Paper
Mode and within 24 hours in an Online Mode

4. Post ASSET Analysis

:

A focused 1-day workshop conducted
by special trainers

ASSET GIFTED PROGRAMME
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Identifying the
Gifted students
since 2011….

Launched in 2011 in partnership with DUKE TIP, USA. Running
Independently from 2016 onwards.

Partner Universities
7 years of conducting Gifted Summer Programme in India.

600+ student alumni
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List of Gifted Programmes
Gifted programmes offered by Partner Universities

Gifted programmes by ASSET

• Northwestern University Gifted LearningLinks (GLL) Programme online courses for students in classes 5 to 10

• ASSET Summer Programme – residential programme conducted
in India for students in classes 7 to 9

• Northwestern University’s summer residential programme – for
students in classes 7 to 10

• ASSET Day Scholar Programme - Bengaluru’s Most Gifted – day
scholar programme conducted in Bengaluru for students finishing
classes 5 and 6

• Summer Programme at Yale University & UCLA – residential
programme offered as a part of Renzulli Creativity Programs by
LPI Learning
• SIG Programmes at US Universities – residential programmes
offered at campuses of prestigious universities like Princeton
University, Northeastern University, UC Berkeley, UCLA, University
of Chicago, Yale University etc.
• Summer residential programme at Purdue University –
residential programme offered by their Gifted Education Resource
Institute (GERI)
• Summer Programme at UC Berkeley – residential programme
offered by the Academic Talent Development Program (ATDP)

• ASSET Day Scholar Programme - Delhi-NCR’s Most Gifted – day
scholar programme conducted in Bengaluru for students finishing
classes 5 to 8
• ASSET Day Scholar Programme – UAE’s Gifted – day scholar
programme conducted in Dubai for students finishing classes 5 to
8
• ASSET Mentorship Programme – virtual career counseling &
college guidance programme for students in classes 8 to 12
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ASSET SUMMER PROGRAMME 2018
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Achieve great school results with
with

The Detailed Assessment Approach to Achieving Great Results

Identify Learning Gaps
Once teachers conduct a Detailed Assessment test for a particular

topic, the reports will highlight the specific learning gaps that
should be addressed before moving on to the next topic.

Identify Learning Gaps

Score Gauge Report
This shows the overall score of students, and how they have
performed on questions testing Procedure/Knowledge &

Understanding/Application.

C-R-O Chart Report
Questions are categorised as Critical, Recommended and Optional
based on priority levels that need to be revisited to explain the
concepts behind them.

Improve Classroom Teaching
With the reports made available up to 8 times a year, teachers can

identify and group students as per their needs and offer the
required remedial support. To help address the most critical
learning gaps in the classroom, teachers are provided with practice

worksheets and lesson plan recommendations.

Improve Classroom Teaching
Example of a Lesson Plan Idea

Question identified critical in the fraction topic test

Improve Classroom Teaching
Example of a Lesson Plan Idea

Correct Answer Explanation
To answer this question correctly, students should understand the concept of improper fractions, and they should be
able to convert an improper fraction to a mixed fraction. Students who have chosen option B correctly understood
that = 1 , which lies between 1 and 2

Distractor Explanation
Students who have chosen option A appear to have some sense of the concept. However, they possibly feel that all
fractions refer to a value of less than 1. Students also possibly see a fraction as two separate numbers, rather than as a
form of representing a single number. This is evident from the significant proportion of students who have chosen
option C.

Improve Classroom Teaching
Example of a Lesson Plan Idea

Instructions for Teachers
Diagrams may be used to help students visually understand this
concept. Beginning with simple improper fractions, demonstrate how
these can be changed into the form of a mixed fraction.
Ask them what fractional number they would use to represent one
and a half pizzas, or two and a quarter kg of rice, etc. Help them see
that 1⅟₂ means 1 + ⅟₂ and therefore is a number between 1 and 2.
Help students represent different mixed fractions on a number line.
Make them aware of why 3 ∕₂ is the same as 1⅟₂ . Use diagrams like
the one shown here
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Thus, help them realise that 41 can also be written 1+
this number will therefore lie between 1 and 2.

2
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and that

Improve Classroom Teaching

Practice Worksheet
Ready-to-use worksheets for teachers to offer additional
practice to students for the topic taught

Transform Your School
Performance
The management gets a comparative report to help easily

differentiate between high performing and low-performing classes,
students and teachers. This real-time data enables you to intervene
on time and help them be more efficient.

Transform Your School Performance

Score Gauge Report
This shows the overall score of students, and how they have
performed on Knowledge & Application of Fractions. Report viewers

can see how section A has the highest Understanding while section C
needs remedial measures.
Remedial Tracker Report
This report gives an overview of how well each teacher has
remediated the learning gaps identified in the previous test.
Coordinators can now take decisions to bring the best teaching
practices of one section into the other.

BRING

TO YOUR SCHOOL

A formative assessment programme for you to forecast and
support students' performance in annual exams, board exams &
external exams
• Topic, Midterm & Annual tests
for Grades 3-10

• Tests aligned to CBSE, ICSE, IGCSE
and all State & International
Boards

• 60,000+ questions to choose
from

• Easy-to-understand reports made
available ithin 24 hours of
conducting a test

• Tests for English, Maths and
Science

• Conduct test with OMR sheets or
Computers

Most Proven Adavptive Learning ™
Math Programme, reviewed by
researchers at Harvard, MIT &
Stanford

What is Mindspark?
• Mindspark with its AI powered engine and 18
years of research on children’s learning, offers
a truly personalised Math learning to every
student
• Available for Grades 3 to 10
• Aligned to CBSE, IGCSE, ICSE and all State
Board Curriculum
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How Mindspark
Works?
Watch Video
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How Mindspark Works?
The Learning Grid
At the heart of Mindspark
are Good Questions
Each Question Aims to
• Trigger Thinking
• Uncover Misconceptions
• Connect & Build Upon
Prior Knowledge
“Each Question with Data is
like a neuron hooked up to a
Network”
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Mindspark:
4 Levels of Learning

• How to achieve the maximum learning
level?
• What is ideal remediation?

Predict
Diagnose

Evaluate
Recommend
• Is the recommended
strategy working for all
students?
• How to fill the gaps in
recommendation?

What is the potential
knowledge state?

• What is the current
knowledge level state?
• What are the
misconceptions?
• Are there aberrations in metacognitive behavior?
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Why Mindspark?
2

1
Professor Bloom’s research (and general
experience) suggests that ‘Personalised Tutoring’
produces a significant improvement over traditional
teaching.
98% of the class above lecture average

What can be ‘Personalized’?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3

Topic itself
The questions
Pace of learning
Style of learning
Emotional Support
Timing of assessment
Depth of topic exploration
Learning Methods and Media

“

It becomes physically impossible for
teachers to provide high quality personalized
instruction for each child

”

Reference: The 2 sigma problem: the search for methods of group instruction
as effective as one-to-one tutoring. Educational Res. 1984;13:4–16
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Mindspark Impact
J-PAL RCT of Mindspark shows 2-4x gains in
Learning Outcomes vs. Control Group

“It’s better than anything I’ve ever
seen in 15 years of educational
research”
Karthik Muralidharan
(IGC Conference, 2016)

•
•

Randomized evaluation of Mindspark program conducted by:
J-PAL – Leader in randomized controlled trials with over 500+ evaluations carried
in 56 countries to study poverty alleviation
• Karthik Muralidharan – Co-chair of J-PAL’s global education program

1.3x-2.0x
progress relative
to control

3x-4x progress
relative to
control

Independent 3rd party assessments done by:

Karthik Muralidharan
Co-Chair of J-PAL’s Education Program
University of California, San Diego

Abhijeet Singh
University College, London

Alejandro Ganimian
Post-Doctoral Fellow
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COLLABORATING FOR
CHANGE

Large Scale Education Programs by EI conduct large scale assessments and educational research
on children learning in government schools and in weaker sections of the society.
The team comprises test developers, graphic designers, editors, translators, analysts, and
evaluator trainers, with whose combined skill sets and work experience these assessments are
carefully and critically constructed and executed.
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LSEP : The Road So Far….
2011

2006
Study on Student Learning in
the Metros:
Research Study to undertand
How well are children learning
in the top schools of our
country.

2008
Study on Student Learning:
One of the largest studies
conducted in 18 states and 1
union territory of India to
understand the learning
Levels of Students

Learning Assessments & Learning
Improvement Programme:
Using Mindspark, continuous
teacher Support and Learning
Assessment as a means to
improve learning level of students
in government schools

2007
Annual Status of Student
Learning, Bhutan:
5 Year Comprehensive
improvement project with the
Bhutan

2013
Establishing Benchmarks of Student Learning: A study
to understand actual learning levels of children in a
range of Indian School Systems, government Schools,
affordable and high fee private schools across
different socio-economic, linguistic and geographic
groups

2012
2010
Study on Quality of Education:
Large scale research effort to
expand the meaning of Quality in
education and attributes of learning
environment

Gunotsav for Primary & Secondary
Schools of Gujarat
Census Assessment of All the
Government schools of Gujatrat

LSEP : The Road So Far….
2014

2017

Bihar State-Wide Student
Assessments: Largest State wide
census assessments covering 58 lakh
children across Bihar to increase
awareness on the learning level of the
students & build capacity of teachers to
build assessments

2016
Young Lives Secondary School Survey
Assessment of English &Math of secondary
school children in India, Vietnam and Ethiopia
as a part of DfID & Oxford University
Sponsored Study

Mindspark in Rajasthan Government
Schools Commencement of Mindspark for
improving Language Comprehension and
Mathematics in Hindi language in 70
government schools in Rajasthan

2015

2017

Time on Task Study in Secondary Schools:
A study to document and analyse the current
use of teachers’ classroom time and identify
good practice to improve classroom teaching in
Mathematics and Language in Secondary
schools of Madhya Pradesh & Bhopal

Time on Task Study in Secondary Schools:
READ Alliance in partnership with Educational
Initiatives (EI) has identified a lacuna in assessing
reading outcomes and has developed a
comprehensive online diagnostic tool to identify the
challenges faced in reading Hindi by children in
grades 2 to 5

2017
Tamil Nadu Capacity Building Workshop
Educational Initiatives(EI) partnered with SSA
Tamil Nadu and UNICEF to develop quality
assessment tools for the State Learning
Achievement Survey (SLAS) through a series of
teacher capacity building workshops

Video Case Study

LSEP has partnered with the Government of Rajasthan to collectively support
government school teachers in improving learning outcomes of students. While
teachers teach classrooms with heterogeneous learning levels, LSEP has implemented
Mindspark which allows teachers to build foundational skills and concept for each child.
This program is currently reaching about 10,000 students in 70 government schools of
Rajasthan with potential to scale to more schools and states.

Video 1

Video 2

Introduction to the GIF project, promise of
Edtech based on evidence

Challenges to the education sector; how P&G
aims to strenthen the ecosytem; how
Mindspark addresses these challenges
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Company Focus : Ignite The Growth Spark!
Address Student Learning

The Science of Learning

•

Influence shift to absorption from delivery

•

Strong educational research

•

Students learning from teachers teaching

•

•

Focus where students are making mistakes, what they are not learning &
why

Process chain enabling in-depth testing, diagnostic assessments, analysis,
progress tracking, learning-path study & prediction, scores prediction
and achievement of goal

•

Build tools to remediate conceptual gaps

•

Life Skills: Creativity, Innovation, Critical Thinking, Problem Finding &
Solving, Business Savviness

•

Robust intervention strategies
Effective Partnership With Governments

Technology As A Solution
•

Pedagogically sound, adaptive & personalized products

•

Teacher augmentation

•

Just in Time data for teachers

•

Learning Outcome & Children Goal focused approach

•

Use state-of-the-art techniques including ML and AI

•

In-depth research and programmes to improve learning outcomes in
government schools

•

Facilitating access at remote locations
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Our Principles - #WeAreEI
We are committed to our social responsibility
TO CREATE A BETTER WORLD FOR CHILDREN

WE ARE CLEAR AND DIRECT in our communication; good news
should be shared, and bad news does not get better with age

We are customer-centric. We listen carefully, are responsive and
establish a FAIR PARTNERSHIP WITH OUR CUSTOMERS

WE ARE CREATIVE AND INNOVATIVE
in developing and delivering products and services

We recruit EXCEPTIONAL TALENT and PROVIDE GROWTH
OPPORTUNITIES for them through open communication, relevant
training, a challenging workplace, fair compensation, and respect
for the individual

WE EXECUTE WITH QUALITY
We don’t do everything, but we do it right

We make our commitments carefully and then do
WHAT WE SAY WE WILL DO

All our actions are based on HONESTY AND INTEGRITY
We will not sacrifice our future for short-term gains

SPEED IS IMPORTANT, LIFE IS SHORT
Have Fun!
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Creating a World where Children Everywhere are
Learning with Understanding

www.ei-india.com

